Necessary conditions for the Bolza problem were then translated into necessary conditions for optimal control.
These conditions include the maximum principle of 
to
Here, the state of the system is determined by the system of differential equations x' = G(t,x,u), x(t 0 ) = x 0 ; the controls and the state of the system satisfy the constraints R(t,x,u) > 0 , e(t,x) > 0 ;
and the right-hand end point (t-^ x-^ of the trajectory is a point of a p-dimensional manifold, 0 < p < n . Let the funccional to be minimized be n+l.
In Problem I we assumed, as we did in [1] , that the left^iand end point (t 0 ,x 0 ) is fixed. If (t 0 ,x 0 ) is constrained to lie on a p-dimensional manifold (1 < p < n) in (t,x)-space, the analysis that follows requires the introduction of a transversality condition for the lefthand end point. We leave this to the reader. 
EQUIVALENT LAGRANGE PROBLEM
Let r| be a scalar, and let
The function y{t,y. t r\) is clearly c" on the region of Let us suppose that u* is an optimal control in ^ ■if and let K be the corresponding curve in (t,x)-space.
Let K* be the corresponding arc in (t ,x,y, ^rO-space.
Consider the following (n + r + 1) by (m + n + r + 1) matrix along K, :
where 2H' is an r+r diagonal matrix with entries 2( § )• on the diagonal. The rank of (3.6) is clearly the same as the rank of the matrix 2) and arguments similar to those used to determine the rank of (3.8) in [1], we see that the matrix (3.7) has rank (n + r + 1) at er 1 !, points of K^.
Hence (3.6) has rank (n + r + 1).
The above argument is not restricted to K, ; it shows that (3.6) has rank (n + r + 1) at all elements (t,x,y, §,Tl,x l ,y , , § l *'n , ) of a curve for which (3.3) and the end conditions (3.4) and (3.5) hold.
If t^(a) and X^(CT) (3.9) F = * 0 f + ^(G -x') + u(R -(O 2 ) + v(e.+ ex'-Y^r,'). ^r-(-* + v e x ) = to f x + t G X + u R X + V (e tx + e^x«)
If we make use of (3.10) in the remaining equations of the transversality condition, we get Hence, using (3.8) we find that the transversality condition, in addition to yielding (3.10), gives (3.14) (f 0 f + ♦G)t la -♦ x ls -0 .
-9-Another necessary condition is the continuity along K-^ of the expression F-x' F x , -y'Fy, - §'F ? , -n'F^, .
If we take (3.3) and (3.10) into account, this expression may be rewritten as follows along K-, :
(3.15) t 0 f + i|rG + v9 t .
Using arguments similar to those used above and in
[1], we may rewrite the Weierstrass condition in the following form:
From the Clebsch condition we deduce, as we did in -10-
AN INTERIOR SEGMENT
We now consider the curve K corresponding to the optimal control u . We adopt Gamkrelidze's definition
[4] and say that the point (T, X (T)) of K* is a junction point if t 0 < T < ^ and if there exists a 6 > 0 such that either the segment of K* for which T-6<t<T, or the segment for which T < t < T + 6 (or both), lies in the interior of 3f . We call T a junction time. We suppose that K* has a finite number of junction points. Explicitly, we suppose that if T is the largest junction time, then the portion of K* defined for T < t < ^ is interior to & , We denote this segment by K A and also use this notation for the corresponding segment of K,.
Since K A is interior to ^ , it follows that
•n > 0. Hence from (3.1) we have y > 0, and so from (3.12) we get that between corners of K^, V is constant.
Moreover, the end condition (3.14) places no restriction on v(t 1 ). Since v is constant between corners of Kt, equation (3.13) can be written as From the continuity of (3.15), and from (4.3), (5.3), and (5.2), we readily find that at the junction point
With the help of (5.10) and (5.2), this can be rewritten as follows: At the junction point (T,X(T)), either (5.6) hoT^o for every a 0A ,X A ), or the jump conditions (5.10) and (5.12) (and hence (5.13)) hold.
- establish the theorem and the observation that the transversality condition (3.14) places no restriction on vCt,).
CONCLUSION
If T f > t 0 , let us suppose that T" is the largest junction time that is less than T»; if there is no such junction time, take T" = t Q . The segment of K* defined for T" < t < T« then lies entirely within & . We denot this segment by K*. On this segment we define (X^X) by means of (4.3), and apply the analysis of Sec. 4, except for the determination of initial data for (4.1). We now use the continuity of (5.8) at the junction point to determine X 0c and X C (T"), "here the subscript C refers to functions along K^. Since we have (X^X") / (0,Pe x ), it follows that at (T",X)T")), the following jump condition holds:
-18-X C " X B + V C 6 x. * 0 * v c arbit rary.
Hence the conclusions of Theorem 2 of [1] hold along K^.
Let us now suppose that K*, instead of lying on the boundary as assumed in Sec. 5, is an interior segment.
The point (T > X(T)) > however, is still assumed to be a junction point. Along K^ we now define & 0B *X B ) by (4.3), and we apply the analysis of Sec. 4, except for the determination of the initial data for (Xr,«,^). OB B To determine X 0B and X B (T) we use the continuity of Note that in obtaining (6.1), we did not make use of the special fact that v^ is arbitrary because the » segment K A terminates at (t^x^. Moreoever, we can choose v^ so that k > 0.
We summarize the principal results of this paper In the following theorem. At a junction point between two interior segments, (6.2)
does not occur, and we may take k > 0 in (6.3). If (6.3) holds, then the following also holds: (6.4) H + = H --k 6 t; .
From this theorem, several observations can be made.
Since these are given by Gamkrelidze [4] , there is no need to repeat them here.
